PRESS RELEASE

Absolent announces launch of digital solution for tracking clean air
Lidköping, Sweden - May 3, 2022 - Absolent AB releases a new product within the A•smart family:
A•smart Ambient, for tracking indoor air quality for a safe and clean environment. With rising
awareness and knowledge of the effects that air born pollution can have on our health, Absolent
would like to assist and bring some light to the indoor air quality problems and the importance of
clean and safe air also in our work environments.
“It is our mission to make the air that you and your colleagues breathe as clean and safe as we
possibly can. With the new addition in the industrial IoT portfolio you can track your air quality
and minimize the risk of exposure to air borne contaminants. The continuation of the IoT journey,
in our air cleaning equipment offering, is just another step to manifest our commitment to
provide clean and safe air. Just like we can offer the best solution on the market when it comes
to air filtration, it is exciting to also bring real time knowledge about air quality to the table.",
says Mattias Cleveson, CEO Absolent AB.
How the A•smart Ambient works
The A•smart Ambient monitor the air quality with sensors specifically selected for indoor air
quality monitoring. The air quality data is collected and sent to the Absolent secure cloud where
it can be viewed on a laptop or a mobile device via the A•smart Dashboard. A•smart Ambient

monitors Particulate Matter (PM10, PM2,5 and PM1), Volatile Organic Compound (VOC), Carbon
dioxide (C02), Relative Humidity and Temperature in real time. A•smart Ambient connects to
A•smart Sense or A•smart Connect. A•smart system operates independently from a customer’s

existing IT-infrastructure or WIFI network and no integration is required thanks to its smart
communication via radio/GSM. The A•smart system will bring out the most of all Absolent filter
units and the A•smart Ambient will help keeping track on clean and safe air for workshops all over
the world.
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Launch
The A•smart Ambient will be available for the European market from May 3, 2022.

Want to find out more on how A•smart system and the rest of the Absolent products could help
improve the air quality in your workshop? Contact Absolent or visit our website www.absolent.co.uk

Absolent AB has established itself as a prominent and highly competent supplier of oil mist, oil smoke
and dust filters. We offer the highest quality and genuine know-how in every part of our organization
with a strong focus on innovation and customized solutions. Absolent AB is a part of Absolent Air Care
Group, listed at Nasdaq Stockholm First North.
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